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Dettagli

Powerful programming & management tool

Full up/download capabilities

SQL database

Report creation engine for trouble shooting and client administration

Command & Control support

Remote diagnostics in line with EN50131

Real time event logging

Multi panel connections

Restore points & Comparison tool

Product Overview

ATS8500 provides a simple, open look Windows® interface that

simplifies the programming of all the Advisor Advanced and Advisor

Master options, stored in an SQL database. 

Up/download

A PC running ATS8500 can be connected to a control panel either

remotely via the built-in PSTN dialer and ethernet/GPRS connection or

locally via USB. 

ATS8500 is capable of up and downloading the entire database of the

panel at once or synchronize the changes made. 

 

Back-up facility

ATS8500 has a back-up and archiving facility for all panels stored in

an SQL database. 

Reports

A powerful report printing facility produces detailed programming

sheets for all system information contained within the ATS8500. This

feature enables quick reference for trouble shooting, expansion,

programming and client administration. 

It also features a range of flexible history reports, which can be

produced with any combination of date/time ranges, keypads, users or

other parameters and the most complicated queries can be achieved.

Remote Command and Control

All Advisor Advanced and Master control panels can run a Command

& Control session with the ATS8500. It will provide a complete

overview of the panel status including zone, area, communicaiton

path, etc.

The ATS8500 can provide full control over the panel remotely.

Real time event log

A real-time event log shows all events as they happen with a time and

date stamped description of the event. History can be viewed as a

constantly visible window in the Command & Control tab.

Supported Languages

Volume 1: European Multilingual CD-ROM edition supported

languages: 

Danish, Norwegian, Finnish, Swedish, French, Turkish, Polish,

Slowakian, Tschech, Dutch, English Irish, English UK, French,

German, Italian, Portugal and Spanish
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Specifiche tecniche

Generale
Product line Advisor Advanced
Segmentazione Commerciale
Software type Software di configurazione
Supported technology Access Control, Intrusione
Hardware supportato Advisor Advanced

Dettagli software
Software architecture Standalone
Tipo licenza Licenza gratuita

Requisiti di sistema
Sistema operativo
supportato

Windows 10, Windows 7, Windows 8.x

Supporto database SQL
Requisiti minimi di
sistema

Intel Dual Core i5 with 4GB RAM

Computer Requirements
 Windows 7, 8 , 10 (32, 64 bit)
 400 MHz Pentium processor or equivalent

(Minimum); 1GHz Pentium processor or
equivalent (Recommended)

 RAM:256 MB (Minimum); 1GB (Recommended)
 Up to 500 MB of available space may be

required
 Display: 1024 x 768, 32-bit (Minimum)

Max. number of PC with ATS8500 connected
 1

Max. number of panels in database
 Limited by SQL

In quanto azienda in continua innovazione, Carrier Fire & Security si riserva il diritto di modificare le

specifiche del prodotto senza preavviso. Per avere informazioni sempre aggiornate, visita

it.firesecurityproducts.com online o contatta il tuo riferimento commerciale.
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